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We are all energetic beings and as such, we never die, because energy

never dies- it is only transformed. When our body dies, the Soul exits it and

prepares to come back into life within another physical body for the purposes

of spiritual growth. This is accomplished through the process of

reincarnation.

In between lives, during the pre-birth planning period, we review our

spiritual progress and decide which new learning circumstances to set up in

our next lifetime. The specifics of our life lessons are determined by our

individual Soul Plan, and we move forward in accordance with that plan by

learning our life lessons. Exploring our past lives can benefit us in many ways.



Past life exploration can help you to…

-Know yourself better

-Understand current relationships

-Determine if you’re on the right path-where you’re headed

-Realize the gifts that you’ve carried over from past lives

-Clear outdated patterns that no longer serve you



One easy and effective way of accessing our past

lives is through the Akashic Records. The Akashic

Records are an experiential body of knowledge that

contains everything that every Soul has ever thought, said,

and done over the course of its existence, as well as its

future possibilities.

Information about all of our past lives is available to us from the

Akashic Records. Each individual Soul has its own unique Akashic Record;

and it is our Divine birthright to be able to access the Divine wisdom and

knowledge contained within our own Akashic Record.



Clues that your problem may be related to a past life

issue-

-Problems that don’t respond to traditional treatment

-A pattern of problems that continues over a long

period of time

-A problem that occurs at or around a significant age,

milestone, or life event

-Physical symptoms that occur at the site of a birthmark



What are the necessary steps to

successfully clear our past life problems?

-Become aware of the significance of the

problem & understand the message your

Soul is communicating to you;

-Heal the thought and/or emotion

associated with the problem;

and

-Release the pattern that has been created



When you view your current problems through the lens of the Soul, you

will begin to understand the life lesson your problems represent, the spiritual

significance of this problem in your current life, and you will potentially be

able to release, once and for all, the patterns that are holding this symptom in

place for you. You will then be able to align with your highest path and

purpose, and to ultimately live your Life’s Purpose on Earth.
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